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Let be a family of non-empty bounded open sets in the d-dimen-
sional Euclidean space R. For a locally integrable function f on R the
maximal operator M with respect to .@ is defined by

Mf(x) sup 1 dy.
xRR- R

The maximal operators of this description are used effectively to estimate
some operators arising, especially, in harmonic analysis. When . is the
family of all open balls in R, Mf is Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.
For given real numbers N2 and a0 let be the family of rectangles in
R with dimension a aaN, but with arbitrary direction. When
d=2, by Cordoba’s theorem (cf., e.g., [1])

]Mf ]2C (log N)
for fe L(R), where C is a constant independent of a, N and f, and fl12

In this note we shall consider the higher dimensional case of Cordoba’s
inequality for functions of product type. We use the same notation C for
a constant independent of a and N. It may be different in each occasion.

Theorem. Le d3. There exists a constant C such tha

Mf[ C (log N)
for all f in La(R) of the form f(x, ..., xa)=L(x)...f(x).

Proof. We may assume a=l. Decompose R into cubes Q which
have side length 1 and centers at lattice points p. We choose rectangles

R so that each R has dimension 2 d ...2 d 2N and center at p,
and

1 f [f[dy.Z(x), (1)Mf(x)(2d) v
where denotes the characteristic function of a set E. Let Tf(x) be the
sum on the right hand side of (1). Fix li<]d. For x=(x,,..., x)
denote =(x, x) and =(x, ..., x,_,, x+,, ..., x_, x+,, ..., x). We shall
prove that

[ (sup Tf)2dC (log N)’[ (sup [fl)Zd. (2)
d

Then by an interpolation theorem for operators on mixed normed spaces
given in the previous paper [2] we get our theorem for functions f of
product type.
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To show (2) we consider the dual operator T*a(x)--aplRp[-lZRp(x)
for sequences a--{a} of complex numbers. We shall prove that

.5 R-2
IT*a]2 d dy gC (log Y)3/2{ ( [apl)}1/. ( 3 )

Lemma 1. There exist rectangles S, in R such that
(i) S has dimension 2 d XM with 2Mp2N and center at ,

and

(ii) [ IT*a(x)]dgC , lal]Sl-lZsp(2). ( 4 )
JRd-2 p

Proof. Fix a rectangle R and assume p=0. Let B={Ixi2/d}.
Then we can choose a unit vector u in R so that RB+{]u’I]I<N}=E,

Put p()=.[ Z(x)d and S {" ] 2 for some ] N}.say.

Then support o pcS and p()C/[a]. Therefore p()eiRl/iS,[, from
which Lemm 1 follows.

Now we introduce a function T*a()= a S-Zs().
Lemma 2. Let kl and assume 2gS2+ for all p. Then

T*al dCk ( ]a[).
R p

Proof. Put Po={-(p, p) e Z" ]p[, ]p[ 2} and P,=P0+2+’ for

zeZ. SinceSSq=0if]-q])2+,wehave

(5)

where (p, p)= runs over P,. We may assume SSC2/(]p-q]+I)
for =(p, p), q=(p, q)e P, by a geometric consideration (cf. [1]). Thus
the right hand side of (5) does not exceed

C ( la)( la])/(P-ql+l) C ( ]a]),
which proves Lemma 2.

Put Ta= a]S[-Z, where denotes the summation over p such
that 2gS[2+. Then, by Lemma 2, the left hand side of (3) is domi-

hated by
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